The Honorable Carl Levin
Chairman, Committee on Armed Services
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-4601

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Section 1022 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2002 (P. L. 106-398) as amended, requires the Secretary of Defense to submit a report on Department of Defense expenditures that support foreign countercdrug activities. The enclosed report provides the requested information.

Thank you for your continued support for the Department’s Counternarcotics program.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ryan Henry

Enclosure:
As stated

cc:
The Honorable John McCain
Ranking Minority Member
Fiscal Year 2007 DoD Foreign Counterdrug Activity Report

Requirement: The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year (FY) 2007 (P.L.109-364) extended for two years the requirement for the Secretary of Defense to submit a report on DoD expenditures that support foreign counter-drug activities. This report provides a description of each base of operation or training facility established, constructed, or operated using the assistance, including any minor construction projects carried out using such assistance, and the amount of assistance expended on base of operations and training facilities for FY 2007.

Authorities:


(b) TYPES OF SUPPORT. — The purposes for which the Secretary of Defense may provide support under subsection (a) are the following:

(1) The maintenance and repair of equipment that has been made available to any department or agency of the Federal Government or to any State or local government by the Department of Defense for the purposes of—

(A) preserving the potential future utility of such equipment for the Department of Defense; and

(B) upgrading such equipment to ensure compatibility of that equipment with other equipment used by the Department of Defense.

(2) The maintenance, repair, or upgrading of equipment (including computer software), other than equipment referred to in paragraph (1) for the purpose of—

(A) ensuring that the equipment being maintained or repaired is compatible with equipment used by the Department of Defense; and

(B) upgrading such equipment to ensure the compatibility of that equipment with equipment used by the Department of Defense.

(3) The transportation of personnel of the United States and foreign countries (including per diem expenses associated with such transportation), and the transportation of supplies and equipment, for the purpose of facilitating counter-drug activities within or outside the United States.

(4) The establishment (including an unspecified minor military construction project) and operation of bases of operations or training facilities for the purpose of facilitating counter-drug activities of the Department of Defense or any Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency within or outside the United States or counter-drug activities of a foreign law enforcement agency outside the United States.

(5) Counter-drug related training of law enforcement personnel of the Federal Government, of State and local governments, and of foreign countries, including associated support expenses for trainees and the provision of materials necessary to carry out such training.
The detection, monitoring, and communication of the movement of—

(A) air and sea traffic within 25 miles of and outside the geographic boundaries of the United States; and

(B) surface traffic outside the geographic boundary of the United States and within the United States not to exceed 25 miles of the boundary if the initial detection occurred outside of the boundary.

(7) Construction of roads and fences and installation of lighting to block drug smuggling corridors across international boundaries of the United States.

(8) Establishment of command, control, communications, and computer networks for improved integration of law enforcement, active military, and National Guard activities.

(9) The provision of linguist and intelligence analysis services.

(10) Aerial and ground reconnaissance.


c) Types of Support.—The authority under subsection (a) is limited to the provision of the following types of support to a government named in subsection (b):

(1) The types of support specified in paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) of section 1031(b) of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1997 (Public Law 104-201; 110 Stat. 2637).

(2) The transfer of patrol boats, vehicles, and, subject to section 484(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 (22 U.S.C. 2291c(a)), aircraft.

(3) The maintenance and repair or upgrade of equipment of the government that is used for counter-drug activities.

(4) The transfer of detection, interception, monitoring and testing equipment.

(5) For the Government of Afghanistan only, individual and crew served weapons of 50 caliber or less and ammunition for such weapons for counter-narcotics security forces.
CENTCOM

NATION: Afghanistan
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Border Control Points
PROJECT CODE: 9204
FUNDING (SK): $5,449K
DESCRIPTION: This is part of a long-term program that complements the existing DoD/DOS partnership in strengthening border control points along the Afghanistan Borders. This funding provides an additional border crossing point along the Afghanistan borders. Specifically at Islam Qalat (barracks, dining facility, Customs and Immigration Facilities) and Towraghundi (minor upgrades to existing facilities constructed by the Germans)
PROJECT TASKS:
• Design/Build Islam Qalat
• Design/Build Towraghundi

NATION: Afghanistan
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Upgrades to National Interdiction Unit (NIU) Facilities
PROJECT CODE: 9204
FUNDING (SK): $2,262K
DESCRIPTION: These upgrades will allow the NIU facilities to operate more efficiently and satisfy requirements unknown during the design phase.
PROJECT TASKS:
• Power Line Movement
• Magazine/Ammo Storage
• Medical Facility
• Firing Range

NATION: Afghanistan
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Forward Operating Bases
PROJECT CODE: 9204
FUNDING (SK): $16,020K
DESCRIPTION: These funds will be used to construct two Forward Operating Bases (FOB) used as Regional Law Enforcement Centers (RLEC) Konduz and Jallalabad. This will be two of five total projected RLECs. This RLEC will allow the National Interdiction Unit to pre-stage in the area closer to the immediate drug trafficking/production problem to facilitate greater ability to successfully interdict.
PROJECT TASKS:
• Design/Build Konduz
• Design/Build Jallalabad
**NATION:** Kyrgyzstan  
**PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT:** Scorpion Compound Phase I and II  
**PROJECT CODE:** 9204  
**FUNDING (SK):** $3,500K  
**DESCRIPTION:** Phase I and II of a III phase Special Forces compound. This unit is a Counter-Narco Terrorism (CNT) specialized organization. The phases include infrastructure, barracks and headquarters building.  
**PROJECT TASKS:**  
- Generate requirements  
- Design of Compound  
- Construct Compound

**NATION:** Kyrgyzstan  
**PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT:** MoBITS HQ and Operating Bases  
**PROJECT CODE:** 9204  
**FUNDING (SK):** $2,683K  
**DESCRIPTION:** 1 headquarters building, 1 barracks and 4 Forward Operating Bases for the newly formed Mobile Interdiction Teams (MoBITs). All bases and HQ are in the Fergana Valley  
**PROJECT TASKS:**  
- Generate requirements  
- Design of Compounds  
- Construct Compounds

**NATION:** Kyrgyzstan  
**PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT:** Panther Phase III  
**PROJECT CODE:** 9204  
**FUNDING (SK):** $700K  
**DESCRIPTION:** Third Phase out of IV phased Special Forces compound. This unit is a CNT specialized organization. These phases include infrastructure, barracks, headquarters building.  
**PROJECT TASKS:**  
- Generate requirements  
- Design of Compound  
- Construct Compound

**NATION:** Pakistan  
**PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT:** Border Communication Centers  
**PROJECT CODE:** 9204  
**FUNDING (SK):** $2,150K  
**DESCRIPTION:** The Border Communication Centers (BCC) will act as a coordination center where Afghanistan representatives, US Forces, Coalition partners, and Pakistani
personnel can plan, direct, monitor, and de-conflict Border operations. These buildings are single floor facilities adequate to lodge feed and provide work space for 40 people. The plan calls for two BCCs on the Border Region of Pakistan and Afghanistan.

PROJECT TASKS:
- Generate requirements
- Design of Compound
- Construct Compound

NATION: Pakistan
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Inter-coastal Boat House Facility
PROJECT CODE: 9204
FUNDING (SK): $2,000K
DESCRIPTION: Port facility for housing and maintenance Safe Boats. A housing and maintenance facility located midway between Karachi and Jawani used to support the Safe Boats provided to the Coast Guard, Maritime Security Agency and Customs.

PROJECT TASKS:
- Generate requirements
- Design of Compound
- Construct Compound

NATION: Pakistan
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Frontier Corp Training Center
PROJECT CODE: 9204
FUNDING (SK): $7,320K
DESCRIPTION: A fully operational compound including headquarters, barracks, dining facility, classrooms and motor pool. This does not include rifle range and outdoor training facilities. The training center will be located in Warsak, Pakistan.

PROJECT TASKS:
- Generate requirements
- Design of Compound
- Construct Compound

NATION: Pakistan
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Refurbishment of the Coast Guard Facilities
PROJECT CODE: 9204
FUNDING (SK): $6,761K
DESCRIPTION: Refurbish thirty-five (35) Pakistani Coast Guard Outposts along Makron Coast and construct one (1) new outpost. Scope of work includes providing solar power & heating (gas or electric), a septic dry pit area, water within the building, and refurbishing the structure to provide adequate sleeping quarters, dining room, operations room and communication room.

PROJECT TASKS:
- Generate requirements
- Design of Refurbishments
- Execute Refurbishments

NATION: Tajikistan
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Border Outposts
PROJECT CODE: 9204
FUNDING ($K): $4,778K
DESCRIPTION: This is part of a long-term program that complements the existing DoD/Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs (INL)/United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) partnership in strengthening border service living and working conditions along the Afghanistan Borders. This funding provides 3 new outposts at Sied, Ribboz and Kokul including barracks, office space, motor pool, and dining facility.
PROJECT TASKS:
- Design/Build Sied
- Design/Build Ribboz
- Design/Build Kokul

NATION: Tajikistan
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Commercial Customs
PROJECT CODE: 9204
FUNDING ($K): $4,390K
DESCRIPTION: A completely functional Commercial Customs Facility including inspection hall, inspection bays, and plenty of parking for large trucks. This includes barracks and dining facilities.
PROJECT TASKS:
- Generate requirements
- Design of Facility
- Construct Facility

NATION: Turkmenistan
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Construction of Border Crossing point
PROJECT CODE: 9204
FUNDING ($K): $3,500K
DESCRIPTION: Funding provided for the design and construction of the 3rd US funded border crossing point in Turkmenistan. The location of the border crossing is Farap, along the Uzbekistan Border
PROJECT TASKS:
- Design and construction of border crossing point
- Implementation of equipment
- Maintenance and repair
SOUTHCOM

NATION: Bahamas
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: BOS/Infrastructure for Operations Bahamas, Turks and Caicos (OPBAT) operating base
PROJECT CODE: 2307
FUNDING ($K): $3,429K
DESCRIPTION: Funds sustain the operating base at Georgetown, Greater Exuma Island. At this site, U.S. government helicopter operations are conducted in support of Operation Bahamas Turks and Caicos Counter-drug operations.
PROJECT TASKS:
- Contract Services
- Travel/Transportation
- Facility maintenance/supplies
- Base Construction funding

NATION: Belize
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Shoreline embankment at Hunting Cay.
PROJECT CODE: 9493
FUNDING ($K): $55K
DESCRIPTION: Infrastructure will prevent erosion and provide an extended shoreline embankment for an existing forward base of operations for the Belizean Coast Guard. Project facilitates the conduct of CN interdiction operations in the Western Caribbean against a key “go-fast” drug trafficking area.
PROJECT TASKS:
- Shoreline embankment restoration

NATION: Belize
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Pier (2), maintenance facility, and multi-purpose operations facility at Calabash Cay.
PROJECT CODE: 9493
FUNDING ($K): $1,581K
DESCRIPTION: Infrastructure will provide a forward base of operations for the Belizean Coast Guard to conduct CN interdiction operations in the Western Caribbean against a key “go-fast” drug trafficking area.
PROJECT TASKS:
- Construct 2 Piers and one jet dock with exterior lighting
- Construct multi-purpose operations building, with septic system
- Construct maintenance facility
- Construct fuel distribution system, communications tower, and solar power system
NATION: Colombia
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: BOS/Infrastructure for Forward Operating Site Apiay
PROJECT CODE: 2416
FUNDING (SK): $1,333K
DESCRIPTION: Forward Operating Site Apiay provides base operations support facilities for deployed Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance (ISR) assets and personnel. Infrastructure expenditures consist of projects and upgrades to facilities as well as other routine maintenance and operational support at Apiay.

PROJECT TASKS:
- Contract Services
- Travel/Transportation
- Facility Maintenance/Supplies
- Base Construction funding
  - Hangar Repair
  - MISC Repairs to facilities and electrical upgrades
  - Refurbishments to living quarters
  - Asphalt installation at north ramp

NATION: Colombia
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Hangar upgrades for Colombian Navy at Juanchaco Airfield, Bahia Malaga, Colombia
PROJECT CODE: 9201
FUNDING (SK): $595K
DESCRIPTION: Project supports CD interdiction operations in the eastern Pacific. Project provides needed services to maintain aircraft readiness and execute day/night flight operations.

PROJECT TASKS:
- Design
- Construction of hangar doors
- Seal and epoxy paint hangar floor
- Insulate and seal hangar
- Renovate hangar primary and secondary power supply, hangar lighting
- Water and compressed air systems

NATION: Colombia
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Design-build aviation brigade headquarters at Tolemaida, Colombia
PROJECT CODE: 9201
FUNDING (SK): $1,340K
DESCRIPTION: Project provides a flight operations center and training facility for the Colombian Aviation Brigade (BAHEL). Project includes classroom space and utility improvements.
PROJECT TASKS:
• Design
• Power utility systems
• Water utility systems
• Sanitary sewer utility systems
• Building and site preparation

NATION: Colombia
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Airfield lighting at Juanchaco Airfield, Colombia
PROJECT CODE: 9201
FUNDING ($K): $745K
DESCRIPTION: Project supports CD interdiction operations in the eastern Pacific. Project upgrades current lighting system to provide night operations capability.
PROJECT TASKS:
• Purchase/installation of airfield lighting

NATION: Colombia
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Temporary Facilities at La Macarena
PROJECT CODE: 9201
FUNDING ($K): $154K
DESCRIPTION: Project supports sustained Planning and Assistance Team (PATT) presence in the La Macarena area. Project facilitates coordination of U.S. intelligence/planning and training efforts supporting Joint Task Force-Omega operations.
PROJECT TASKS:
• Transportation of materials
• Purchase and installation of modular facilities
• Water/sewage/power installation/upgrades

NATION: Colombia
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Range improvements
PROJECT CODE: 9201
FUNDING ($K): $49K
DESCRIPTION: Project provides a range for fire and maneuver training of Joint Task Force-Omega forces staging in the Tolemaida area prior to conducting of tactical (air assault) operations. Project also supports upgrades to the Ammunition Holding Area (AHA) adjacent to the range.
PROJECT TASKS:
• Grading/minor construction
• Roof insulation purchase/installation
NATION: Colombia
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Riverine Support
PROJECT CODE: 9494
FUNDING ($K): $639K
DESCRIPTION: Funding is provided to the U.S. Military Group (USMILGP) Colombia in order to analyze, purchase and install communication.

PROJECT TASKS:
- Funding was provided to purchase communication equipment to install civilian communication network and equipment to establish links between Colombian military services, and the police.
- Funding was provided to purchase and install equipment for the Government of Colombia National Point Initiative. USMILGP determined equipment requirements which will provide best synergy to the Colombian UH-60 helicopter effort.

NATION: Ecuador
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Design-build infrastructure construction, General Farfan, Ecuador
PROJECT CODE: 9201
FUNDING ($K): $1,192K
DESCRIPTION: Project upgrades existing facilities at General Farfan intended to enable/facilitate riverine operations along the northern border of Ecuador with Colombia countering both the Counternarcotics (CN)/Counternarcoterrorism (CNT) threat in the region.

PROJECT TASKS:
- Design
- Site work and demolition
- Boat ramp and hangar
- Command building
- Kitchen and dining facility
- Arms storage building
- 40-man barracks
- Additional sidewalks
- Additional fencing and gate
- Design and construct generator building
- Guard towers

NATION: Ecuador
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Design-build infrastructure construction at various Northern Border areas (Lago Agrio, Shushifindi, and Tulcan), Ecuador
PROJECT CODE: 9201
FUNDING ($K): $806K
DESCRIPTION: Project provides upgrades to existing facilities supporting key units operating along the northern border of Ecuador with Colombia. Project is intended to improve quality of life and sustain operations against critical CN/CNT threats.
PROJECT TASKS:
- Construct supply building at Lago Agrio site
- Construct 80-man barracks at Shushufindi site
- Construct 80-man barracks at Tulcan site
- Design

NATION: Ecuador
PROJECT BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Base Operating Support for Manta FOL
PROJECT CODE: 9500
FUNDING: $13,095K
DESCRIPTION: AFSOUTH maintains and operates a Forward Operating Location (FOL) in Manta, Ecuador. FOL Manta provides a base of operations to facilitate counter drug detection and monitoring operations within the USSOUTHCOM AOR.

PROJECT TASKS:
- Design and construction of R-11 refueling pad. Pad will mitigate the environmental impact of any potential R-11 (refuel/defuel truck) fuel spills and corrects regulatory deficiency.
- Base support contract includes maintenance and repair of facilities, along with 20 different minor construction projects. Also includes operations and maintenance of the dining facility, lodging, fire department, communications, and operations infrastructure.
- Management support, supplies and equipment, travel of deployed personnel such as security forces, communications support and other support.

NATION: El Salvador
PROJECT BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Electrical Access to Base Perimeter Road
PROJECT CODE: 9500(N)
FUNDING (US$): $152K
DESCRIPTION: Improve electrical access to joint use perimeter road in order to provide power to lighting and security cameras.

PROJECT TASKS:
- Design and construction of underground electrical cable runs with secure access.
- Run electrical cable to light poles to supply power to road lights and security cameras

NATION: El Salvador
PROJECT BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: El Salvador Air Force Highway Gate improvements.
PROJECT CODE: 9500(N)
FUNDING (US$): $20K
DESCRIPTION: Provide upgraded guard house and vehicular gates

PROJECT TASKS:
- Design and construct enclosed guard house in center of base access road adjacent to the main road leading from the commercial airport to the capital city of San Salvador.
- Management support, supplies and equipment, travel of deployed personnel such as security forces, communications support and other support.
• Design and construct manually operated lift vehicular gates on both lanes of the access road.
• Design and construct concrete walls on both sides of the road to prevent vehicular traffic around the gates.

NATION: El Salvador
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Air Force East Gate Guard House
PROJECT CODE: 9500(N)
FUNDING ($K): $12K
DESCRIPTION: Provide upgraded guard house at east access gate to the El Salvador Air Force Base
PROJECT TASKS:
• Design and construct small guard house inside the base perimeter at the east gate.
• Provide electrical power to the guard house for lights and telephone power.

NATION: El Salvador
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Chlorine and Phosphate Water Treatment
PROJECT CODE: 9500(N)
FUNDING ($K): $18K
DESCRIPTION: Install in-line chlorine and phosphate treatment equipment to main base water line.
PROJECT TASKS:
• Design and install equipment in main base water line to provide chlorine and phosphate treatment of water that supplies the main water tower in order to reduce deterioration of main water tower.

NATION: El Salvador
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: BOS Contract for Forward Operating Location (FOL) Comalapa, El Salvador
PROJECT CODE: 9500(N)
FUNDING ($K): 2100K
DESCRIPTION: Contract to provide administrative, infrastructure, and operations support to the mission of the Forward Operating Location, Comalapa, El Salvador.
PROJECT TASKS:
• Employs approximately 40 host nation personnel to perform administrative, maintenance support, and flight operations assistance in the daily operations of the FOL.
• Provides funds to perform minor repairs to the FOL facilities.
NATION: El Salvador
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Concrete Masonry Unit (CMU) Wall for Environmental Protection to Electrical Switching Housing
PROJECT CODE: 9500(N)
FUNDING ($K): $4K
DESCRIPTION: Construct 8 foot CMU wall around electrical switching housing to prevent damage to electrical units from weather.
PROJECT TASKS:
• Design and construct CMU wall.

NATION: El Salvador
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Ground Support Equipment (GSE) Environmental Cover
PROJECT CODE: 9500(N)
FUNDING ($K): $28K
DESCRIPTION: Environmental equipment cover for ground support equipment in order to reduce accelerated corrosion and deterioration of ground support vehicles and aircraft maintenance equipment.
PROJECT TASKS:
• Design and construct overhead cover at existing location where the ground support vehicles and equipment are stored.

NATION: Honduras
PROJECT CODE: 9493
FUNDING ($K): $252K
DESCRIPTION: Provide architecture and design for a forward base of operations for the Honduran Navy to conduct CN interdiction operations in the Western Caribbean against a key “go-fast” drug trafficking area.
PROJECT TASKS:
• A&E design work for a pier and a multi-purpose operation facility

NATION: Netherland Antilles
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Base Operating Support for Curacao FOL
PROJECT CODE: 9500
FUNDING: $18,134K
DESCRIPTION: AFSOUTH maintains and operates a Forward Operating Location in Curacao, Netherlands Antilles. Curacao FOL provides a base of operations to facilitate counter drug detection and monitoring operations within the USSOUTHCOM Area of Responsibility (AOR).
PROJECT TASKS:
• Design and repair of the aircraft parking ramp due to cracking.
• Replacement of corroded fence fabric on perimeter fence.
• Base support contract includes maintenance and repair of facilities, along with 18 different minor construction projects. Also includes operations and maintenance of the lodging, fire department, communications, and operations infrastructure.
• Management support, supplies and equipment, travel of deployed personnel such as security forces, fire fighters, communications support and other support.

NATION: Netherland Antilles
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Base Operating Support for Aruba FOL
PROJECT CODE: 9500
FUNDING: $350K
DESCRIPTION: AFSOUTH maintains and operates a Forward Operating Location in Aruba, Netherlands Antilles. Aruba FOL provides a capability to facilitate counter drug detection and monitoring operations within the USSOUTHCOM Area of Responsibility.
PROJECT TASKS:
• Management support, supplies and equipment, travel of deployed personnel communications support and other support.

NATION: Nicaragua
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Pier and multi-purpose operations facility at Corn Island, repair of existing pier and construction of a maintenance facility at Bluefileld, and repair of maintenance/log facility at El Bluff.
PROJECT CODE: 9493
FUNDING (SK): $2,443K
DESCRIPTION: Infrastructure will provide a base of operations for the Nicaraguan Navy to conduct CN interdiction operations in the Western Caribbean against a key “go-fast” drug trafficking area.
PROJECT TASKS:
• Corn Island: Construct Pier, and construct multi-purpose operations building, site work/preparation.
• Bluefileld: Rebuild pier, construct maintenance building, site work/preparation.
• El Bluff: Repair warehouse/logistic facility roof, repair internal warehouse support columns, and warehouse door

NATION: Peru
PROJECT CODE: 9201
FUNDING (SK): $88K
DESCRIPTION: Provides design for a forward operating site in the Apurimac Valley in support of Peruvian Army and National Police operations. Project is the initial phase of Plan VRAE, which is a Government of Peru plan to assume greater government control over the Apurimac and Ene river valleys.
PROJECT TASKS:
• A&E task order awarded in Sep 07 for command post, barracks, service and operations areas

**EUCOM**

NATION: Azerbaijan
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Construction of a launch pier for Rigid Hull Inflatable Boats (RHIBs)
PROJECT CODE: 9205
FUNDING (SK): $434K
DESCRIPTION: The shallow shelf that fronts the Azeri Navy Base stymies attempts to bring even the lowest displacement vessels close to shore. In order for the Azeri Navy to use the three RHIBs that the CNT program bought for them, it was necessary to build a launch pier. This is because the pier is capable of accommodating all three boats at once, and can accommodate additional boats at the same time, as well.

PROJECT TASKS:
• Topographical survey
• Engineer drawings and plans
• Construction of an approach road/ramp leading to the pier head
• Inclusion of a vehicular turn around at the pier head
• Inclusion of a boat launch ramp at the pier head
• Excavation of the sea floor to 3 meters at the end of the boat launch ramp
• Application of a reinforced breakwater at the pier head
• A pier suitable to service at least three 7-meter Rigid Hull Inflatable Boats

**PACOM**

NATION: Federated States of Micronesia (FSM)
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Establish a Transnational Crime Unit (TCU) at Pohnpei.
PROJECT CODE: 9202
FUNDING (SK): $287K
DESCRIPTION: Funding provided for the establishment of a Transnational Crime Unit to track illicit activity in Oceania.

PROJECT TASKS:
• Design and build the TCU as described in the Statement of Work provided by Joint Interagency Task Force West. Prepare the site for architectural, civil, and structural work required to establish the baseline capability required for this project.
NATION: Indonesia
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Establish an interagency fusion center (IFC) outstation to the Joint Interagency Counterdrug Operations Center (JIACDOC) at the Marine Police headquarters base in Tanduk Rusa, Bitung.
PROJECT CODE: 9202
FUNDING ($K): 410K
DESCRIPTION: Funding provided for the establishment of an outstation to the JIACDOC at the Marine Police (POLAIR) compound in Tanduk Rusa, Bitung.
PROJECT TASKS:
- Design and build an IFC outstation as described in the Statement of Work provided by Joint Interagency Task Force West.
- Prepare the site for architectural, civil, and structural work required to establish the baseline capability required for this project.
- Provide Automatic Data Processing (ADP) connectivity and fencing around the facility as specified.

NATION: Indonesia
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Provide upgrades to an FY06 funded training infrastructure project at the Marine Police base in Tanduk Rusa, Bitung.
PROJECT CODE: 9202
FUNDING ($K): 162K
DESCRIPTION: FY 07 funding provided for command approved modifications to an FY06 funded counterdrug training infrastructure project at the Marine Police (POLAIR) compound in Tanduk Rusa, Bitung. This is the same base as the FY07 funded IFC outstation to the JIACDOC noted above.
PROJECT TASKS:
- Execute approved kitchen and dining area modifications
- Provide emergency power source upgrades
- Add a perimeter fence around the training facility

NATION: Malaysia
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Renovate a small arms firing range at the Federal Reserve Unit 3 camp in Penang.
PROJECT CODE: 9202
FUNDING ($K): 216K
DESCRIPTION: Funding provided for the renovation and refurbishment of a small arms range in support of Joint Interagency Task Force (JIATF) West sponsored counterdrug training in Penang.
PROJECT TASKS:
- Conduct alterations in accordance with the scope of work supplied by JIATF West.
- Prepare the site for architectural, civil, and structural work required to establish the baseline capability required for this project.
NATION: Philippines
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Philippine Drug Enforcement Agency (PDEA) Regional Office renovation project at Zamboanga.
PROJECT CODE: 9202
FUNDING ($K): $255K
DESCRIPTION: Funding provided for the award of contract to renovate the Philippine Drug Enforcement Agency Regional office in Zamboanga.
PROJECT TASKS:
- Provide a complete renovation to the facility utilized by a thirteen person PDEA element to plan and operate within Zamboanga and the surrounding area.
- Prepare the site for the architectural, civil, and structural work required to establish the baseline capability required for this project.
- Project must meet all specifications provided by the Joint Interagency Task Force West.

NATION: Philippines
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Establish a Maritime Interagency Coordination Center (MICC) at Puerto Princesa, Palawan.
PROJECT CODE: 9202
FUNDING ($K): $251K
DESCRIPTION: Funding provided for the award of contract to construct a MICC as an outstation to the Maritime Drug Enforcement Coordinating Center (MDECC) in Manila.
PROJECT TASKS:
- Design and build the MICC in accordance with the plan provided by JIATF West/TF West.
- Prepare the site for architectural, civil, and structural work required to establish the baseline capability required for this project.
- Prepare the facility for information technology requirements which will be funded at a later date.

NATION: Philippines
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Renovate the proposed counterdrug training base at the Philippine National Police Regional Training Office in General Santos City.
PROJECT CODE: 9202
FUNDING ($K): $252K
DESCRIPTION: Funding provided for the award of contract to refurbish the firing range and billets/classroom facilities in General Santos City in support of JIATF West sponsored counterdrug training.
PROJECT TASKS:
- Design and build classroom and billeting facilities for sixty personnel.
- Renovate the firing range according to the design provided by JIATF West.
- Prepare the site for architectural, civil, and structural work required to establish the baseline capability required for this project.
NATION: Philippines
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Renovate and modify the facility housing the Maritime Drug Enforcement Coordinating Center (MDECC) at PDEA Headquarters in Manila in order to expand the facility.
PROJECT CODE: 9202
FUNDING (SK): $197K
DESCRIPTION: Funding provided for the renovation and expansion of the existing MDECC facility in Manila, to include all costs associated with the expansion.
PROJECT TASKS:
• Demolish existing roofing system.
• Design and build three new office spaces per specifications provided by JIATF West.
• Design and build kitchen/break area; male restroom; female restroom; entrance ways and doors as specified in scope of work
• Prepare the site for architectural, civil, and structural work required to establish the baseline capability required for this project.

NATION: Thailand
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Floating Pier for the Royal Thai Marine Police at Nong Khai
PROJECT CODE: 9202
FUNDING (SK): $298K
DESCRIPTION: Funding provided for the award of contract to upgrade a floating pier facility, and to increase the safety of the stairway leading to the floating pier on the Mekong River.
PROJECT TASKS:
• Design and build a floating pier facility for the Royal Thai Marine Police Sub-Division 11 along the Mekong River adjacent to their camp, to include the stairway leading to the facility.
• Supply and install required electrical cables and conduits.
• Supply and install sufficient illumination for boat inspection under shed.
• The floating pier shall be designed to be capable of mooring, refueling up to seven (7) 40-foot long boats at the floating pier simultaneously.

NATION: Thailand
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Police Vehicle Control Checkpoint project at Chumphon.
PROJECT CODE: 9202
FUNDING (SK): $430K
DESCRIPTION: Funding provided for the award of contract to upgrade a vehicle control checkpoint facility along the main supply route between Bangkok and southern Thailand.
PROJECT TASKS:
• Design and build a vehicle control checkpoint for the Royal Thai Police and their interagency partners along the highway in the vicinity of Chumphon.
• Prepare the site for the architectural, civil, and structural work required to establish this facility.
• Prepare the facility for information technology requirements to be funded at a later date.

NATION: Thailand
PROJECT/BASE SUPPORT EFFORT: Building Maintenance and Support
PROJECT CODE: 1306
FUNDING ($K): $110K
DESCRIPTION: Funding provided for the maintenance, support, and electrical power of Operations buildings at site.
PROJECT TASKS:
• Repair and maintenance of site Operations buildings
• Electric power costs for Operations buildings
• Minor construction in and around Operations buildings, as needed